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So I went on to THE DARK BRAIN OF PIRANESI, which also is a collection of her essays. Once again, Yourcenar
displays formidable learning and a very distinctive writing style, albeit elaborate and a little fusty.

At least, I consider the Memoirs of Hadrian a superb book. It is something austere, deeply tragic and forlorn.
But Yourcenar did not write only one book. The Dark Brain of Piranesi is a lot of seven essays which show a
deep and probing intellect everywhere - Roman history to contemporary Greek poetry to Swedish novelists
and Italian etchers. Yourcenar somehow manages to draw crisp arguments and careful investigations in all of
these. A favorite method is to draw comparisons across the varying disciplines of art. The sketches of
imaginary prisons by Piranesi bring to her mind the opiate dreams of De Quincey and Samuel Taylor
Coleridge; the blunt fixations of the Roman historian Suetonius brings to mind the portraits of Hans Holbein.
They are, to Yourcenar, winding circles of hell, but with God or the Devil curiously absent from the picture.
They defy space and time. They render the world into a living hallucination. Giovanni Piranesi, The Gothic
Arch One essay which was most stunning to me was the long review of the Historia Augusta, a primary source
of Roman history written somewhen in the 4th century, and a collected biography of over a century of Roman
Emperors. It begins with the emperor Hadrian and ends with the minor emperors Carinus and Numerian, and
is one of the main sources of her own masterly novel. Yourcenar spends some time listing these errors like a
disappointed history professor with a red pen. But it does contain a deeply human cast of characters. All of
their grotesque faults and follies and gnashing emotions reveal a world which to her is deeply modern. As
such, modern characters were an inspiration to the ancients. She confesses that one inspiration to the
melancholy emperor Hadrian was Sir Winston Churchill. The happy warrior of the British Empire with the
weight of five centuries on his shoulders, as the Emperor Hadrian? But in retrospect it makes sense. These two
somber guardians mirror each other. She settled for Nijinsky, the ballet dancer. But to return to the Historia
Augusta. This mediocre history is in itself a valuable history of imperial decline. The course of empire ran
from its marble-columned peak with the Five Good Emperors in the late 2nd century AD, and it would fall
into oblivion over two hundred years later, staggering from crisis, violent usurpation, and collapse in between.
The evils by which a civilization dies are more specific, more complex, more deliberate, sometimes, more
difficult to discover or to define. But we have learned to recognize that gigantism which is merely the morbid
mimetism of growth, that waste which makes a pretense of wealth in states already bankrupt, that plethora so
quickly replaced by dearth at the first crisis, those entertainments for the people provided from the upper
levels of the hierarchy, that atmosphere of inertia and panic, of authoritarianism and of anarchy, those
pompous reaffirmations of a great past amid present mediocrity and immediate disorder, those reforms which
are merely palliatives and those outbursts of virtue which are manifested only by purges, those
unacknowledged men of genius lost in the crowd of unscrupulous gangsters, of violent lunatics, of honest men
who are inept and wise men who are helpless. The modern reader is at home in the Historia Augusta. Such is
the core of her writing and historical analysis. All nations, all peoples, are different. All times, all settings,
contrast to each other. Yet all of them are still casted and played by people, and it is the various moods of
people which drive human history. Yourcenar demonstrates her skill here as more than a novelist, but a deeply
knowledgeable thinker, one at ease in the spires of French chateaux and musing amidst the ruins of Rome.
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The Dark Brain of Piranesi and Other Essays is an English translation of a collection of seven essays issued in France
in and reprinted in under the rather enigmatic title Sous.

His father was a stonemason. His brother Andrea introduced him to Latin language and the ancient
civilization, and later he was apprenticed under his uncle, Matteo Lucchesi , who was a leading architect in
Magistrato delle Acque, the state organization responsible for engineering and restoring historical buildings.
He resided in the Palazzo Venezia and studied under Giuseppe Vasi , who introduced him to the art of etching
and engraving of the city and its monuments. According to Legrand, Vasi told Piranesi that "you are too much
of a painter, my friend, to be an engraver. The Pyramid of Cestius , etching From to he sojourned mainly in
Venice where, according to some sources, he often visited Giovanni Battista Tiepolo , a leading artist in
Venice. It was Tiepolo who expanded the restrictive conventions of reproductive, topographical and
antiquarian engravings. He then returned to Rome, where he opened a workshop in Via del Corso. In â€” he
created a long series of vedute of the city which established his fame. In the meantime Piranesi devoted
himself to the measurement of many of the ancient edifices: In he became a member of the Accademia di San
Luca and opened a printing facility of his own. He combined certain ancient architectural elements, trophies
and escutcheons, with a venetian whimsicality for the facade of the church and the walls of the Piazza dei
Cavalieri di Malta. This was the only time he expressed himself in actual marble and stone. In he was made a
knight of the Golden Spur , which enabled him henceforth to sign himself "Cav[aliere] Piranesi". In his
publication of a series of ingenious and sometimes bizarre designs for chimneypieces, as well as an original
range of furniture pieces, established his place as a versatile and resourceful designer. He died in Rome in
after a long illness, and was buried in the Church he had helped restore, Santa Maria del Priorato. His tomb
was designed by Giuseppi Angelini. The Views Vedute [ edit ] The Colosseum , etching, Even though the
social structure by an aristocracy remained rigid and oppressive, Venice revived through the Grand Tour as the
center of intellectual and international exchange in the eighteenth century. The ideas of the Enlightenment
stimulated theorists and artists all over Europe including Paris, Dresden, and London. New forms of artistic
expression emerged: The developing center of the Grand Tour was Rome. Rome became a new meeting place
and intellectual capital of Europe for the leaders of a new movement in the arts. The city was attracting artists
and architects from all over Europe beside the Grand Tourists, dealers and antiquarians. While many came
through official institutions such as the French Academy, others came to see the new discoveries at
Herculaneum and Pompeii. The Caffe degli Inglesi opened several years later, at the foot of the Spanish Steps
in Piazza di Spagna , with wall paintings by Piranesi. With his own print workshop and museo of antiquities
nearby, Piranesi was able to cultivate relationships in both places with wealthy buyers on the tour, particularly
English. Informed by his experience in Venice and his study of the works of Marco Ricci and particularly
Giovanni Paolo Panini , he appreciated not only the engineering of the ancient buildings but also the poetic
aspects of the ruins. He was able to faithfully imitate the actual remains; his invention in catching the design
of the original architect provided the missing parts. His masterful skill at engraving introduced groups of
vases, altars, tombs that were absent in reality; his manipulations of scale; and his broad and scientific
distribution of light and shade completed the picture, creating a striking effect from the whole view. Some of
his later work was completed by his children and several pupils. Twenty-nine folio volumes containing about
prints appeared in Paris â€” The late Baroque works of Claude Lorrain , Salvatore Rosa , and others had
featured romantic and fantastic depictions of ruins; in part as a memento mori or as a reminiscence of a golden
age of construction. One of the main features of Neo-Classicism is the attitude towards nature and the uses of
the past. Neo-Classicism was prompted by the discoveries at Herculaneum and Pompeii. Rediscovery and
revaluation of Greece, Egypt, and Gothic was also active as well as the various expeditions of unfamiliar
Roman empire. The view of a Golden Age was changing from static to mutable, inspired by Rousseau and
Winckelmann in response to the dynamic growth of society. The wider perspective on the past created a new
way of expression. Artists developed a greater self-consciousness in confronting the limited authority of the
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ancient world, and there was a growing interest in civilizations and the destiny of nations. Piranesi was
especially interested in the Graeco-Roman debate in the s, between followers of Winckelmann who thought
Greek culture and architecture superior to their Roman counterparts, and those who like Piranesi believed that
the Romans had improved upon their Greek models. The Lobkowicz Collections, housed at the Lobkowicz
Palace , contains a group of twenty-six 18th-century engravings of views of modern and ancient Rome created
by Giovanni Battista Piranesi. These images influenced Romanticism and Surrealism. While the Vedutisti or
"view makers" such as Canaletto and Bellotto , more often reveled in the beauty of the sunlit place, in Piranesi
this vision takes on what from a modern perspective could be called a Kafkaesque distortion, seemingly
erecting fantastic labyrinthine structures, epic in volume. They are capricci , whimsical aggregates of
monumental architecture and ruin. The series was started in The first state prints were published in and
consisted of 14 etchings, untitled and unnumbered, with a sketch-like look. The original prints were 16" x 21".
For the second publishing in , all the etchings were reworked and numbered Iâ€”XVI 1â€” Numbers II and V
were new etchings to the series. Though untitled, their conventional titles are:
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The Dark Brain of Piranesi is a lot of seven essays which show a deep and probing intellect everywhere - Roman history
to contemporary Greek poetry to Swedish novelists and Italian etchers. Yourcenar somehow manages to draw crisp ar It
should be apparent from my assumed name and image on here that I hold Yourcenar's literary work in high esteem.

He learned a good deal from Venetian artists, including Giovanni Antonio Canaletto â€” , prince of the
vedutisti or view painters, whose images of La Serenissima were prized souvenirs of the Grand Tour.
Canaletto depicted, with uncanny verisimilitude, the piazzas and palazzi, churches and canals, establishing the
instantly recognizable iconography of Venice. He also publicized Venetian lightâ€”limpid, sparkling, a
glamour born of the interplay between sky and water. Venetian light made the city a magnet for colorists such
as J. Piranesi worked exclusively in black-and-white, but he is a master of the effects of light, in his masses of
deep shadow and bold areas of full sun, in the unobtrusive yet deftly sketched movement of clouds in his
skies. Capricci are picturesque jumbles of architectural and sculptural elements; the tombs and urns, pillars
and pyramids can be decorated with inscriptions and peopled by mythological beings and symbolic animals.
Piranesi was also influenced by Ferdinando Galli Bibiena â€” , a master of Baroque scenography and founder
of a dynasty of architects and theater designers. Bibiena broke the staid symmetry, based on single-point
perspective, of the formal set presented frontally to the audience. His scena par angolo was laid out on a
diagonal, a far more dynamic strategy for stage composition. This cornering, using multiple-point perspective,
allowed for the illusion of deep distance. Bibiena also exaggerated the scale of architectural elements, so that
buildings appeared cropped by the proscenium arch. His Internal View of the Atrium of the Portico of Octavia
shows the remnants of the ancient temple complex that had been used as a fish market since the middle ages.
Piranesi encloses the space on three sides. On the left, an arch flanked by handsome, half-broken pilasters is
cropped, at courtyard level, by a low wall; the pile of rough stone surmounting the arch rises out of frame. On
the right, in much steeper perspective, runs a trio of columns. The back wall holds another arch, interrupted by
a makeshift awning. An alley through that arch disappears, at an angle, into the distance. Tiny figures go about
their daily business amid the monumental detritus. Sun and shadow carve out spaces and pick out textures
built up over centuries. The grandeur of the Arch of Titus is unmistakable, as is its freight of history. In his
View of the Arch of Titus , Piranesi places the arch on the left, angling it sharply so that the top rises out of
frame, emphasizing its sheer bulk. That angle also offers a good interior view of the famous bas-relief of the
sacking of Jerusalem and, in dramatic shadow, the coffered ceiling. Hard sunlight reveals the ruined surfaces,
which would be rebuilt and restored by Giuseppe Valadier in , when the warren of modern buildings and
shacks that had attached themselves to the arch like barnacles would also be removed. In another print, View
of the Arch of Titus c. On the left is a panorama of the Forum which includes, improbably from this angle, the
Temple of Castor and Pollux. The proportions have been subtly squeezed upward to show columns, statuary
and marble detailing under an oculus of blue sky. A lively group of visitors are observed well enough to give
us an idea of contemporary fashion. Piranesi takes the opposite vantage point and chooses a horizontal format.
The thick, angled walls of the porch and a pair of columns frame the interior like a proscenium. The swell of
the space is slightly flattened to let us experience both the sweep of the ground-level space and the curves of
the coffered ceiling, illuminated by a shaft of sunlight from the oculus. Such subtle distortions are essential to
two-dimensional interpretations of three-dimensional structures and spaces, especially when dealing with
monumental scale. In his exterior View of the Flavian Amphitheater, Called the Colosseum , Piranesi gives us
an impossible panorama: In his aerial View of the Flavian Amphitheatre, Called the Colosseum , the shape is
more regular, and he has arranged the interior as a sort of archaeological cross section. The dense web of tiny
lines obsessively records bricks and shadows and crumbling masonry. The rest of the city has fallen away, and
the yawning bowlâ€”one of the signature feats of Roman engineeringâ€”fills the frame. Piranesi is a superb
visual artist, always aware of the pictorial possibilities of working in two dimensions, but his primary subject
is architecture, the art of building as theory and practice. Andrea Palladio â€”80 was, like Piranesi, from the
Veneto. In , Palladio published guidebooks to the antiquities and churches of the Eternal City and made
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detailed drawings, both documentary reports and imaginative reconstructions. Piranesi stayed, becoming an
archaeologist and antiquarian, compulsively documenting not only buildings but also sculpture and
inscriptions. But only one building is credited to him, the small church of Santa Maria del Priorato on the
Aventine Hill, which he rebuilt for the Knights of Malta in Piranesi dedicated the volume to Adam: This title
page is, in itself, a beautiful homage to antiquity, a fine drawing rich in chiaroscuro. He used the Arch of
Constantine as a model for his south front of Kedleston Hall in Derbeyshire. The triple-portaled Arch of
Constantine was erected in A. Many of the fine reliefs decorating the structure were taken from earlier
monuments, a prime example of the Roman mania for appropriating and repurposing art from previous eras.
Piranesi made several views of this imposing structure, including The Arch of Constantine , which shows a
pastoral group with goats in front of the very solid arch, still partially covered, since the ground level had risen
significantly since antiquity. Piranesi gets a striking amount of bas-relief detail without losing the overall
impact of the architectural form, angled to emphasize its heavy mass. The angle is even more pronounced in
his etching of the Basilica of Maxentius, the ruins of the law courts begun by Maxentius around â€”07 A. The
eight-and-a-half-foot-high head of Constantine in the courtyard of the Palazzo dei Conservatori on the
Capitoline was taken from a monumental statue installed in the basilica. The building, which stood almost
intact until damaged by a thirteenth-century earthquake, was a prime example of Roman architectural might,
and Piranesi captures the scale of the three colossal coffered arches through dramatic patterns of light and
shade. As usual, the tiny figures underline the gargantuan scope of the building, an exaggeration that
celebrates an engineering marvel. Piranesi was a polemicist as well as an artist and scholar, arguing for Roman
sovereignty in ancient architecture. Bent on demonstrating the aesthetic superiority of Greek art, the German
archaeologist and art historian Johann Joachim Winckelmann â€”68 energetically propagated that view
through his books and through his official positions, first, as librarian to a cardinal in Rome and, later, as
superintendent of Roman antiquities. Winckelmann never visited Greece, although he examined the remains in
Pompeii, Herculaneum and Paestum, and he based his criticism on Hellenistic works and Roman copies. But
he was enormously influential, and Piranesi vigorously defended the Roman achievement. While ancient
Roman urban planners brought the rational grid to cities across the empire, the city of Rome remains a quirky
assemblage of spaces, shaped by the topographical destiny of its seven hills and built over through millennia.
The spaces of the Carceri, simultaneously vast and claustrophobic, are clearly based on the vaults and baths of
antiquity, but the parts have been jumbled: Supposedly based on a malarial fever-dream, the Carcerisuggest a
descent into the subconscious, an extraordinarily detailed nightmare. The particulars are drawn from the
vocabulary of ancient Rome; the emotional atmosphere speaks to universal anxieties. O the mind, mind has
mountains, cliffs of fall Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. The optical-architectural puzzles of M. Escher are
obvious descendants. All of his images are, in a sense, flights of imaginationâ€”not flights that float free of the
earth but flights like monumental stairs, firmly rooted in the specific ground of Rome. Harvard University
Press, , p. Art in Rome in the Eighteenth Century, ed. Rishel Philadelphia Museum of Art; London: Merrell, ,
p. Yale University Press, , pp. Luigi Ficacci, Giovanni Battista Piranesi: Taschen, , p. Art in Rome, p. The
Poems of Gerard Manley Hopkins, ed. Oxford University Press, , p.
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The dark brain of Piranesi and other essays Marguerite Yourcenar ; translated by Richard Howard in collaboration with
the author. Published by Farrar, Straus, Giroux in New York.

Giovanni Battista Piranesi The Reason for Ruins 9 a. In the 19th century, when James was writing, a Grand
Tour of Europe had become de rigueur for well-brought-up young ladies and gentlemen, particularly from the
rising merchant classes of America. The English pioneered it way back in the midth century. With
archaeology in its infancy, interest in the classical world reached a fever pitch, and well-heeled Europeans
rushed to see the marble ruins of the ancients for themselves. The artist Giovanni Battista Piranesi, whose
work can be sampled in a small show at the University of Arizona Museum of Art, was well positioned to take
advantage of the onslaught of visitors. He moved to the new tourism epicenter of Rome in , after studying
architecture and engineering in his native Venice. A prodigiously gifted draftsman--and entrepreneur--Piranesi
created etchings by the thousands of the crumbling Coliseum, the Forum and other Roman ruins. Piranesi
published these pictures in fine volumes with such titles as Views of Rome. He sold the prints to wealthy
travelers, who brought them back home to every corner of Europe, where their awestruck neighbors conceived
a desire to see the amazing antiquities in person. Thus the artist not only capitalized on the craze--he
intensified it. So influential was he, that he helped instigate a movement that might be called historic
preservation. Before his time, Romans saw the disintegrating monuments as a fine source of stone, and they
carried off the tumbled marble to insert in their own walls. After Piranesi, the architectural remnants were
prized and preserved as is, charming reminders of the ancient world. He drew ruins, not reconstructions, and
romanticized them, so much so that Byron, Keats and Goethe came to Rome on his account. The
architecturally trained Piranesi rendered the buildings ably, but he exaggerated their proportions, and endowed
them with dramatic shadows and light. He made his ruins monumental--not to say monstrous--and had them
dwarf the tiny humans he pictured venturing inside them. And not all his work had a basis in the actual city.
Some prints, while inspired by classical architecture, were dark fantasies of nightmare prisons, the famous
Carceri. Drawn from its own collections, The Reason for Ruins was curated by Christina Lindeman, a doctoral
candidate who will be the first-ever art history Ph. Dated , this etching pictures the familiar stadium rising up
in the background. Piranesi, son of a stone mason and nephew of an engineer, lovingly records the stone
arches and pillars, and the concentric circles of the amphitheater. The whole thing is composed of straight,
sure lines, but Piranesi varies them nicely, from light, thin pale strokes of ink to thick, dark and jaggedy ones.
Yourcenar points out that in later printings from the same plate, the etched grooves wore down, the ink pooled
and the shadowing patches grew more prominent. The Coliseum is unrealistic, towering gigantically above the
city. A tiny Cinderella-style carriage approaches the ruins, presumably carrying the same type of wealthy
traveler who might buy the print as a souvenir. Nearby, Lilliputian visitors in 18th-century dress wander
around. And in the foreground, another drama altogether is unfolding. Under wild branching trees, a disorderly
band of beggars presides, complete with a beggar king in tri-corner hat, and underlings bowing to him in
homage. The classical order that Piranesi is ostensibly celebrating is undermined by a dark and disorderly
romanticism. Danger lurks in the shadow of the monument to rationalism. And the grand structures overpower
the diminutive humans in a way that becomes more ominous the more you look at them. These are, after all,
vestiges of imperial Rome. Most of the pictures follow this same pattern. And the city seems infinite:
Glimpsed dimly through the archway, its distant buildings seem to go on forever. In the end, these deceptively
staid architectural views have more in common with the terrifying prisons than you might have thought. An
etching tinted with sulphur, this pictures a dark and shadowy prison with no exit. Endless staircases circle
around the great Round Tower, but they never meet up. Bridges to nowhere extend from one side of the
structure to the next, but they lead only to dead ends, not doorways. Tiny humans travel these stairs and
bridges nonetheless, trapped for eternity. This scary Carcere apparently appealed to Louis XV. But for sure
Piranesi endures, at least in part, because his vision foreshadows the apparatus of the modern state and its
horrors--including the new American torture chambers in Afghanistan and Iraq. Isabel Archer and Daisy
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Miller found this out the hard way. Isabel naively married a European who turns out to epitomize Old World
corruption. And poor Daisy died of malaria, a Roman fever caught in the shadow of the Coliseum.
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She became a US citizen in and has lived for more than thirty years on Mount Desert Island, off the coast of
Maine. Thus when she was proposed for membership of the French Academy, it was natural that some
Frenchmen would make an issue of her nationality, in order to prevent a woman joining their club. In that
same year, Les Yeux Ouverts: Entretiens avec Matthieu Galey was published in Paris. Galey, a French
journalist, had been to interview her on Mount Desert Island. In the Twenties, every interviewer asked his
subject for views about the Modern Girl. In the Sixties he might ask: Though Galey does not ask about the
Modern Girl, he does ask about feminism â€” and also, of course, about racism, another issue of the day. We
learn that her father began teaching her Latin when she was ten and Greek when she was Her mother died in
childbirth. She is not uncivil but I lost count of the number of times she said no to his suggestions. This is how
reputations are made in France. He keeps reverting to her isolation from the Parisian well-spring. She tells him
about the people of Mount Desert Island and about its history, from Champlain who named it in the 17th
century to John D. When she talks of her friends, he asks: Galey cannot reconcile this taste for travel with her
habit of disciplined contemplation, surely a stay-at-home thing to do. One travels in order to contemplate.
Every trip is contemplation in motion. Descartes sat by his fire, and Montaigne had his library. He even tempts
her, for a moment, into a touch of French snobbery: Talking seriously of her work, she most frequently refers
to Memoirs of Hadrian, which she completed on Mount Desert Island. She opened a trunk in and found in it a
few pages she had written about Hadrian and with them a volume of Dio Cassius and a copy of the Historia
Augusta. History consists of individual lives
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A little while ago I read Marguerite Yourcenar's "That Mighty Sculptor, Time" and was quite impressed. So I went on to
THE DARK BRAIN OF PIRANESI, which also is a collection of her essays.

Yourcenar has held dual American and French citizenship since and has resided in the United States for many
years. As a result, she has become quite well known here. American readers unfamiliar with her work,
however, may find this volume a puzzle. No preface or introductory remarks are offered to a new generation
of readers, a new national audience; no organizing or selection principle is delineated, and no common thread
appears to bind the essays. The subject matter spans seventeen hundred years, ranges across nations from
Greece to Sweden, and unites history, art, and literature. The reader must respond sympathetically to her
personal style if this volume is to be of value. Both styles are characterized by complex and multiple
perspectives, fervid interest in history and art, and fascination with the searching mind. For whatever reason,
this essay is both title piece and centerpiece of the collection, and it does indeed represent Yourcenar at her
interdisciplinary, international, scholarly, and stimulating best. More a generalist than a specialist, more a
reconstructionist than a critic, Yourcenar presents her observations in a style aimed not at ending argument but
at spurring further discussion. Giambattista Piranesi, classically trained, eighteenth-century Italian architect
commissioned to design only one building in his life, of necessity worked lifelong as an engraver. In his
etchings of Rome, Piranesi at once records the deaths of monuments and makes them immortal. Collapsing,
broken, sliding into ruin as if actively being reclaimed by nature, enormous edifices reveal themselves in
strangely intimate ways, their interiors made exterior by the violence of time and man. Tiny images of man dot
the scenes, indifferent, gnomic, seemingly insignificant when juxtaposed to these mammoth constructions.
The few figures suggest pinpoints of consciousness confronting vast chambers of awareness, each varying in
design, locked together in a single, shadowy interior. Glimpses of exteriors, some seemingly inaccessible,
imaginatively marry inner and outer experience. It is little wonder that Romantics were powerfully drawn to
his work. Piranesi may have had most direct influence on the work of an artist not mentioned by Yourcenar.
Escher studied Piranesi while training as an architect. His men, too, are enigmatic accessories to labyrinthine
monuments, moving but going nowhere, captive to edifices of their own construction. Three essays of literary
criticism more conventional in style follow the The entire section is 1, words.
7: Editions of The Dark Brain of Piranesi and Other Essays by Marguerite Yourcenar
Seven of Yourcenar's most important critical essays, on subjects ranging from the Historia Augusta to Piranesi's
engravings. Essential to the understanding of the searching and remarkably informed spirit of this protean writer.
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